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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This deliverable aims to provide a comprehensive overview on how railway companies and
authorities responsible for security in railway surroundings have used digital media to raise
awareness of both personnel and passengers.
Best practices of the consortium partners as well as other stakeholders will be presented regarding
using mobile applications.
The deliverable also aims at giving an overview on the potential benefits as well as the negative
implications associated with the use of digital media. In addition, it gives recommendations on what
should be considered when using digital media for crisis communication.
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INTRODUCTION

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Terrorist attacks carried out in recent years show an alarming increase of indiscriminate violent
actions carried out against civilians gathering in public spaces. Even though railway transport
represents a critical infrastructure for all European countries, stations and trains can be essentially
regarded as soft targets due to their inherently open system nature. Several initiatives aiming at
increasing their protection from terrorist attacks were undertaken in the past years at various levels.
Nevertheless, the knowledge about the phenomenon itself and possible countermeasures is still
quite fragmented and presents many gaps.
The SHERPA project aims at improving the overall protection level for stations and trains in Europe
against terrorist attacks by implementing multiple synergistic actions towards the relevant
stakeholders, such as: providing and sharing an up-to-date, high-value knowledge base on threats
and countermeasures (both technical and procedural); defining a coherent approach for risk
assessment, risk management, crisis and disaster recovery management; strengthening cooperation among stakeholders through high-level international trainings and other practical tools;
outlining needs and requirements for industry and research to focus on improving the ways in which
railways cope with both present and future threats.
Five among the most relevant key-players in the European railway sector (DB, FS, PKP, SNCB,
SNCF) take part as partners in the SHERPA project proposal: their joint participation brings the
highest levels of credibility, representativeness and authoritativeness. Furthermore, the consortium
itself is led by UIC, whose aggregative nature, together with its solid expertise and experience in
participating and leading European projects, will facilitate synergies among the co-applicants and
between them and police, first responders and other relevant stakeholders represented in the
Advisory Board such as CER, COLPOFER, The French Ministry of Transport, RAILPOL, NS and
SBB.
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PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

SHERPA project aims at improving the overall protection level for stations and trains in Europe
against terrorist attacks.
This document on best practices aims at fostering integrated approaches on raising awareness on
security issues and crisis communication both from and to the railway using public. It also provides
examples of mobile applications used by railway companies to enhance internal security
communication and reporting on security incidents as well as to improve the provision of security
and security information to customers.
Apart from that, the document aims to provide a comprehensive overview on how railway-related
communication and social media campaigns targeting an increased security awareness for both
personnel and passengers. It aims also at giving an overview on implications – both positive and
negative – that the use of digital and social media might have. The document, in addition, gives
recommendations on what needs to be considered when using digital and social media for security
awareness.
The document is organised in 3 main parts:
• Part A on “Context and challenges”,
• Part B on “Best practices on the use of digital media for raising awareness among the
public of customers”,
• Part C on “Recommendations for crisis communication”.
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PART A: CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES

SECURITY AWARENESS

Security Awareness in facts refers to developing an understanding for security issues. To raise
awareness of any given issue is to make someone conscious of something, in this case security1.
The idea of security awareness is to provide individuals with the tools and know-how to appropriately
behave if a security incident is to occur. It also incorporates the idea of the general public becoming
actors in their own security, e.g. by reporting suspicious activity. "Awareness is a matter of attitude"
- this statement is gladly and often spread. There are many possibilities to influence the attitude of a
person or to sharpen it with regard to possible dangers or critical situations.

CRISIS COMMUNICATION WITH THE PUBLIC FOR TERRORIST
INCIDENTS

Effective crisis communication can be defined as “the provision of effective and efficient messages
to relevant audiences during the course of a crisis process2”. The main aims of crisis communication
are usually recognised as explaining an event and its effects (what has happened, what is expected
to happen), whilst providing information to mitigate harm3. The aim of information-seeking is to
provide relief from the sense of anxiety and distress that anticipating and experiencing a disaster
can cause4. Indeed, providing timely information can reduce anxiety and contribute to global risk

1

Chalmers, David (1997). The Conscious Mind: In Search of a Fundamental Theory. Oxford: Oxford University
Press. pp. 225. ISBN 978-0195105537.

2

Freberg, K., Saling, K., Vidoloff, K. G., & Eosco, G. (2013). Using value modelling to evaluate social media
messages: The case of Hurricane Irene. Public Relations Review, 39(3), 185–192.
doi:10.1016/j.pubrev.2013.02.010

3

Ryan, B. (2012). Information seeking in a flood. Disaster Prevention and Management: An International
Journal, 22(3), 229 – 242.

4

Seeger M.W., Sellnow T., & Ulmer R.R. (2003): Communication and Organizational Crisis. Westport, CT:
Praeger.
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reduction5. People also expect to receive information written in a language that is jargon-free and
easy to understand6. Information on the evolving situation and actions advised by official sources
allows people to take appropriate action. These options instil a sense of control reducing feelings of
uncertainty due to the disaster7. Information needs change during the course of a crisis. Initial
information needs after a disaster are mainly to understand what happened and to check on family
and friends. Shortly after, instead, questions concerning overall survival in the short-term (food,
water, shelter and medical assistance) emerge. Finally, people want to know what relief and recovery
services are available and what they are entitled to (BBC Action Media, n.d.).
While general crisis communication best practices are mostly applicable to terrorist incidents, they
should be considered as a special type of crisis. Indeed, terrorist actions are perpetrated in such a
way as to generate massive media attention, thus amplify the impact of their attack, create a desired
shock effect and spread their political message worldwide8. Being aware of this goal, choosing a
counter communication strategy is a challenge. Security authorities are faced with the question of
how to communicate on security issues without offering terrorists a broad stage and further public
attention.
Another communication challenge regarding terrorist threats is that an objective assessment of
terrorist risks by the authorities does not automatically generate public acceptance of the risk
assessment. As such, security communication cannot be limited to objective criteria alone. It must
also take into account the security perception of individual citizens and the general public perception
of terrorist threats.

Terrorism communication as the main responsibility of the State
As fighting terrorism falls under the responsibility of the State, communication about terrorism is
guided by the authorities. However, security communication strategies vary in European Member
States. The UK, for example, is a pioneer in broad-based campaigns on the topics of "combating
terrorism" and "vigilance against the unusual". In contrast to this, there is relatively little official
communication in Germany, Belgium and Italy. In France, communication on terrorism evolved after
the attacks in 2015 with the implementation of a public awareness platform 9. In Poland

5

Bossu, R., Roussel, F., Fallou, L., Landès, M., Steed, R., Mazet-Roux, G., Dupont, A., Frobert, L., & Petersen,
L. (2018). LastQuake: From rapid information to global seismic risk reduction. International Journal of
Disaster Risk Reduction 28, 32-42. doi: 10.1016/j.ijdrr.2018.02.024.

6

Kaufman, S., Qing, C., Levenson, N., & Hanson, M. (2012). Transportation During and After Hurricane Sandy.
Rudin Center for Transportation NYU Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, (November), 1–36.

7

BBC World Service Trust (2008): Left in the dark: The unmet need for information in humanitarian responses,
Policy
Briefing
#2.
Available
at:
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/trust/pdf/humanitarian_response_briefing.pdf (Accessed 30
March 2017).

8

Tenscher & Viehrig, „Public Communication in international relations“, 2010, p. 107ff

9

French Vigipirate platform accessible at https://vigipirate.gouv.fr/
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communication about terrorism is also very low-profile. Generally, the authorities, including the
relevant services, communicate in this regard.
This means, whichever communication approach is used by authorities will influence and be
incorporated into the communication strategy of the railway company.
Of course, as mentioned in Deliverable 3.1, it is important that the responsible authorities work in
cooperation with European railway companies to take a systemic approach to security and security
communication. The form of cooperation with regard to communication about threats might vary,
depending on the legal and organizational embedding of railway companies. E.g., it can be steered
by dedicated working groups between the security department of the railway company and ministries
responsible for interior or public transport.

Railway companies’ communication policies
Beyond the issue of how the authorities have chosen to address the issue of security and terrorism
awareness communication, individual railway companies have different views on what is the best
approach to dealing with security awareness. Any communication to public concerning terrorism
threats or counter-terrorism measures remain challenging for rail companies whose main business
is to provide competitive and undisturbed transport services. While raising security awareness
among railway staff, railway customers and station visitors is recognised as an essential ingredient
to ensure a good level of security, several other aspects must be considered: marketing, internal
policies and previous experience with security incidents.
The marketing perspective poses the question of how to ensure high passenger rates and takes into
account the feeling of security of passengers and customers, which forms part and parcel of the
public transport product offered to users (Deliverable 3.1).
Previous experience with security issues and terrorist attacks changes the perspective of authorities
and citizens. Some companies and countries in Europe have had to face terrible terrorist attacks
involving public or railway transport.
As far as communication on security is concerned, there are two different contradictory approaches.
Some railway companies and their responsible authorities believe that communicating with
customers about security can be reassuring, while other companies and authorities believe that it
must be approached very restrictively in order to avoid the risk of creating anxiety and false
suspicion. It leads to contrary approaches in the European railway landscape. The differences can
be seen in the way awareness campaigns are steered and how they are set up.
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PART B: BEST PRACTICES

RESULT OF THE WORKSHOP

On January 23rd, 2020, the fifth SHERPA workshop on “Raising Security Awareness & the use of
Digital Media” was held in Berlin at the DB co.lab. Around 25 participants from ten countries (Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands, Italy, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland and UK) attended this
workshop, which was organised in a very interactive manner.
During the morning session, many UIC members shared examples from their own security
awareness campaigns.
FS presented its public security and anti-aggression campaign “be aware make a difference”, in
which children ask potential aggressors not to touch or attack their parents. This campaign was very
well received by both the public and the employees.
Focusing on staff security awareness, NS shared their “Bewust & Alert” films, which educate staff
members on how to respond to left luggage.
Regarding the general public’s security awareness, PKP S.A presented their “aware = safe” films.
PKP S.A also presented the “be aware / vade-mecum” campaign, which was launched to raise
awareness of abandoned luggage after a fine was imposed on owners of such luggage.
SNCB showed their “quelque chose de suspect?” posters, which apply a humoristic approach when
inciting citizens to report suspicious behaviours and items. They also showed posters from their
Securail campaign.
The British Transport Police, together with Arriva, discussed both their “see it, say it, sorted” posters
& train station announcements (for high risk trains, a user will hear the slogan every 5 minutes),
which touch on the British culture by using the word “sorted”, aka taken care of, as well as their
“61016” texting service for users to report crime or incidents on trains and at stations.
ARRIVA (as UITP member) presented an employee awareness campaign to deal with suspicious
items and suspicious behaviour of employees and customers. In this context, it is planned to issue
printed information that is to be translated into several languages. The topic of terrorist threats based
on insider knowledge was also addressed.
The first afternoon session focused on the French Vigipirate security plan. A representative from the
French Ministry of transport explained the Vigipirate plan and its implementation in France. While
the plan itself has been around since before the 2015 terrorist attacks in France, those incidents
reinforced the need to create a security culture among citizens. As one of the critical infrastructures
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cited in the Vigipirate plan, SNCF has had to implement various security measures. Thus, SNCF
shared various security raising campaigns they have implemented for their staff, including two videos
on the importance of always closing security doors and always reporting left luggage.
In the afternoon, the focus shifted more clearly to digital media. The development and
implementation of DB’s mobile application on situations and security operations was presented. This
is an app intended for DB employees and relevant security actors (such as the German Federal
Police) and is not available for the general public. The main advantage of the app over previous
systems is its rapidity in informing the relevant people of a crisis.
Next, the UIC Security Division presented on how to better use social media for crisis communication
and shared examples from UIC members using social media to effectively communicate with the
general public during a crisis. The TACT (Training, Awareness and Communication Tools) Toolbox,
which gathers many best practices from the members, was also presented. It’s available on the UIC
security private workspace. The workshop successfully helped UIC members and project partners
share best practice when it comes to security awareness for both staff and users.
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COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS FOR SECURITY AWARENESS

Introduction
Security Awareness has been moving increasingly in the focus of the Corporate security over the
last years. It has become common sense that the level of security in a company cannot be improved
without an increase in security awareness of the individual employee. The achievement of a positive
and active support by all employees is seen as essential company and security task.
A proven means of sensitizing employees to security in the company is the implementation of
awareness campaigns. The goal of such a campaign is ambitious, since the aim is not to achieve
just a short-term effect, but rather a long-term change in employee behaviour. The core content of
such a campaign is usually the set of rules in the security policy of the company or the guidelines
provided by the responsible authorities, both formulating concrete behavioural requirements and
instructions.
Besides the awareness raising among employees, the raising of security awareness among
customers is more challenging. It must reflect the security communication strategy of the responsible
authorities and balance it with the companies’ communications strategy. In most of the cases such
campaigns for customers are designed in cooperation with or under the supervision of the
authorities.
Whatever the direction of the campaigns, they are usually designed for a longer period of up to
several years and can be divided into different aims:
➢ Attention raising: The aim is to gain attention and encourage active participation.
➢ Imparting knowledge and changing attitudes: The campaign is designed to provide the
knowledge necessary for understanding security measures and aims to change attitudes
(and thus individual behaviour). It is the most important and at the same time most
challenging part of the campaign.
➢ Reinforcement: a lasting change in attitude and behaviour is sought. Awareness measures
are recommended which firmly anchor the topic in the consciousness and keep it awake.

Examples of Best Practices
SNCB (Belgium)
Security is a key issue for SNCB and is defined in the context of its public service missions and in
the strategic security plan of its Corporate Security Service.
Security awareness within SNCB is not limited to the risks of a terrorist attack, but revolves around
other security themes for which the risk of occurrence, the impact on the feeling of security and
prevention possibilities are the most important, namely: securing your workspace, intrusions, thefts,
vandalism, assaults.
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General public awareness
2.2.1.1.1.

Campaigns

Terrorism
Regarding the terrorist threat, a campaign was broadcast between 2016 and 2018 to raise
awareness among travellers and employees about the detection and reporting of non-attended
luggage.
Suspicious behaviour and security
SNCB launched an awareness campaign in 2010 to encourage anyone using the railways to report
any suspicious behaviour. The subject was treated in a humorous manner in order to grab the
public's attention while minimizing the potential feeling of insecurity. This campaign also included the
dissemination of the free emergency number of SNCB and was followed by a second one to highlight
this number again, but also the Security service Securail. These campaigns were broadcast in
stations as well as on social networks.
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Pickpocketing
Each year, campaigns to increase customer vigilance regarding pickpocketing are organized. In the
form of video and audio messages, but also in the form of role-plays in trains and stations in order
to maximize the impact of awareness-raising. The campaigns are disseminated on social networks
and information cards (bank card format) are distributed to people exhibiting risky behaviour.

Assault
At the end of 2018, the SNCB launched a campaign aimed at combating attacks against SNCB staff:
#STOPAGRESSIONSNCB. The visuals were broadcast on digital screens allowing interaction with
the public and on social networks. In the meantime, trade unions organised an action to ask
passengers to put post-it notes with the campaign title on the windows of the trains.
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Videos
Two videos featuring a Securail security agent in his daily tasks were broadcasted on YouTube in
2011 and 2015 in order to raise public awareness about SNCB's security missions. These video clips
have
respectively
received
more
than
60,000
and
23,000
views.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZV_XDw_AQo,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQ2VzvweXbQ

During the spring 2020, one public TV Channel realised a show filmed on a train crossing the country.
This show conveyed the image of safe public transportation and highlighted the work of Securail
officers during the COVID-19 era.
https://www.een.be/tussen-eupen-en-oostende

Educational tool
SNCB has developed an educational tool to raise awareness among children aged 8 to 14
about the appropriate and safe use of railways. It can be delivered by a CSS employee or
the teachers themselves and is accompanied by videos, a quiz and games to play in the
classroom. This tool presents SNCB and the security service, various security themes and
the consequences they entail. It also encourages auditors to be attentive to safety rules and
to report any suspicious behaviour via the free emergency number mentioned above.
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SNCB’s staff awareness
Security Awareness is integrated in the security strategy and therefore plays an important role
towards customers, but also and above all towards SNCB staff, the company's first line of defense.
It can both increase the feeling of security and help to develop a culture of security within the
company. Security awareness dedicated to members of staff built as part of a strategy focused on
Security Awareness, can significantly increase the level of security of an organization by being aware
of the risks, and being able to act in a preventive and reactive way based on these risks.
The actions taken about Security Awareness won’t be the same nor be approached with the same
method nor will necessarily concern the same categories of staff for all topics. Nevertheless, the goal
pursued remains the same: to enable each employee to understand the importance of security within
SNCB, to be aware of what is expected of them in this context and to behave adequately according
to the theme. It is therefore a matter of building and maintaining a protection-oriented behavior,
workers being considered Security Aware when they:
• know why it is important to work in a secure environment;
• know what it looks like in their company;
• are involved in securing the company;
• know how to recognize security related incidents; and
• know how to act to secure their company.
Trainings
In this context, operational training systematically includes a security awareness section and the
procedures to be followed in the event of a crisis. In addition, some of the field staff most likely to be
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confronted with suspicious behavior and a terrorist tactic (security staff and station managers) have
received additional training specifically aimed at developing their security culture and protection, as
well as in-depth knowledge of event management in the face of a threat.

2.2.1.2.1.

Campaigns

Terrorism
Communications based on advice from the Belgian Federal Crisis Center were also disseminated
with regards to terrorist attacks.

Security awareness
SNCB has developed a visual campaign aimed at raising awareness among all staff members (both
operational and managerial) of protection-oriented behaviour. This campaign, called "Keep it safe",
was broadcasted in June and September 2019 on the company's intranet. This campaign was
developed in the form of texts explaining the risks and providing advice on the following points:
• Securing access;
• Lost / stolen badges;
• Welcoming visitors;
• Clean desk;
• Confidentiality;
• Business trips.
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Local initiatives have also been put in place for very specific incidents, such as thefts in administrative
buildings.
Other projects are under development but have not yet been released, particularly in terms of
securing sensitive sites in the event of a terrorist attack, as well as concerning intrusions.
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SNCF Corporate Security (France)
The principles of the SNCF corporate security plan
The SNCF corporate security plan is designed to protect persons using railway facilities from the
threat of terrorism and uses a managerial approach. This may include the SNCF staff, their service
providers, the stores operating within train stations, or, of course, the customers that use the trains
and come to their stations. The plan also aims to preserve the cultural heritage as well as the goods
transported. To achieve this objective, it relies on government or zonal plans that implement France's
strategy against terrorism. With the higher level, more diffuse and potentially multifaceted threat that
is terrorism, the protection of people on railway infrastructures is mainly the responsibility of all
transport operators and SNCF personnel. Therefore, the purpose of the SNCF corporate security
plan is to strengthen the basis for the protection of the rail system.
The aim is to instill a security culture, so that staff spontaneously adopt the right behavior and apply
the necessary procedures
The plan is made up of capacity sheets describing in particular:
•

•

•

Protection measures for SNCF facilities, which depend on and are adapted to the
vulnerability of the site. For example, protection devices against ram-vehicles,
evacuation procedures, handling of bomb threats or unattended items, unauthorized
entrance to (?) buildings and facilities.
The expected knowledge staff need in order to react in the best possible way in case
of an attack. For example, knowing how to evacuate a station or give instructions to
passengers on board of a train.
The behavior that everyone (staff and public) must adopt in the event of an attack to
avoid being exposed to the threat and to facilitate the intervention of law enforcement
and rescue services.

In addition to these behavioural prescriptions, The SNCF corporate security plan is intended to be
the main method for managers to monitor security within their perimeter. To achieve this aim, the
SNCF Corporate Security Plan details various tools that can be used by the management team, such
as:

•
•

Vulnerability analyses to be carried out in the most sensitive entities
Action plans to be carried out

•
•

Managerial kits for managers
The description of the steering and control of actions by the departments.

Implementation of the SNCF corporate security plan
The first step in implementing the SNCF corporate security plan is to convince operational managers
of the importance of promoting a security culture by demonstrating what is at stake. It is also
important that they are provided with simple tools to enable a security culture with their staff. Indeed,
the SNCF Corporate Security Plan was designed in such a way as to be educational and easily
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implementable. While the SNCF Security Directorate manages the implementation process, it is up
to the business activities to apply the tools and create a security culture with staff, depending on to
the evolution of the threat, the adaptations of the governmental plan, the application of procedures
and the level of awareness of what is at stake.

Awareness-raising tools
Managers must be able to easily discuss with their staff the various issues related to the adoption of
good security behaviors. The training of managers and security correspondents is a priority to ensure
that all of them master the expectations of full implementation of the Corporate Security Plan, using
the tools and exercises at their disposal.
Numerous awareness-raising tools have been created for managers in different formats depending
on the sensitivities of the very heterogeneous SNCF population. They form the managerial kit, which
aims to help the manager talk about security in order to guide staff in knowing, applying and
mastering the right security behaviors and procedures.
The managerial kit includes, among other things:
• A graphic identity created specifically for the managerial approach of the SNCF
Corporate Security Plan, which can be found on all communication media related to
the SNCF Corporate Security Plan.

•
•
•
•

Security memos created for each SNCF business line, including all the behaviors to
adopt and procedures to apply.
Videos and animatics of a few seconds on security behaviors and procedures.
A poster with one and only one clear message (calling the 19 to alert)
A "serious game", which is a pedagogical group animation. The objective is to solve
a series of puzzles on security themes.
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•
•
•

A kakemono to explain that it is necessary to wear a visible badge not to be
considered an intruder.
A nudge representing a padlock that is half placed on a secured door and the other
half on its frame. The padlock is complete when the door is closed.
An animation with cards (actions, quiz, information, debate...) that will allow managers
to animate security by following an instruction manual. These cards include the
language elements to be used during awareness raising.
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DB AG (Germany)
Behavior in case of terrorism:
The police authorities in Germany responsible for combatting terrorist threats have published an
informational leaflet that deals with the unpredictability of life-threatening situations. As it is
understood that there are no generally applicable rules of conduct for extreme situations such as
terrorist attacks, acts of aggression or armed attacks, the information sheet provides essential
information to be well prepared and able to act safely in an emergency.
Regarding the basic recommendation "Escape. Hide. Alert." there are behavioral tips that are
directed at individuals not only in the rail sector. The tips point out ways of protecting oneself and
helping others. Pictograms are used to illustrate the tips.
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The basic recommendations given contain the following:
• Escape: Escape from the danger zone. Warn people present, e.g. by means of loudspeaker
announcements and other existing alarms. Identify locations and events as accurately as
possible. Open all escape routes. Show others these escape routes. Make sure that everyone
moves as far away from the danger zone as possible in a calm and coordinated manner.
• Hide: Help people to hide if escape is not possible. Open suitable rooms or parts of buildings
that are made of solid masonry, do not have floor-to-ceiling windows and are lockable. Show
people the way to these rooms. Barricade yourself together in suitable rooms. Show possibilities
of covering, e.g. strong walls or columns. Ask everyone to remain calm. Mute all equipment
immediately, but make sure that you can maintain contact with the police, i.e. do not switch off
the equipment/put in flight mode. Do not send information (pictures, videos, text messages) via
social media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook) directly or to friends and family. This information will lead
to a flood of information on the part of the authorities and may eventually be received by the
assassins, thus revealing the hiding place. Lie down on the floor, away from windows and doors.
Give first aid.
• Alert: Alert the police - as soon as you are safe. Dial the emergency number 110. Give your
name, location and function. Explain the situation. Describe as precisely as possible the location
and appearance of the possible perpetrators or how the crime is developing. Stay on the phone
and follow the instructions of the police.
• Help the police. "Walk slowly towards the arriving police forces.” "Keep your hands above your
head.” "Follow the instructions of the police.” "Describe the events only in your own perception
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and do not distribute any unconfirmed information.” "Be sensitive and reserved when publishing
pictures on the internet.” “Do not pass on rumors via social media.”

Federal Police and DB Corporate Security:
The Federal Police performs police tasks in the area of the railway installations of the federal
railways, for example in the railway stations. They are responsible for averting threats to public
security there. In detail, the Federal Police has its main areas of operation in the preventions of
threats and prosecution of offenders in the stations and on the railway tracks.
In addition to the proven security cooperation with the police forces of the federal states in Germany,
a successful partnership for security has been established between the Federal Police and DB
Corporate Security since 2000. A special area of cooperation relates to prevention work and raising
security awareness. In this field, a permanent working group regularly takes initiatives on critical
topics. An example for the output of the working group is a campaign to enhance civil courage in
critical situations.

Enhancing civil courage:
Civil courage concerns everyone! Under this motto, a short film was created in 2018 by the
cooperation of DB and the Federal Police, which calls for more moral courage.
As a general message, the video provides rules for behavior in critical situations and is intended to
show that everyone, regardless of age, sex, height or physique, can provide help without putting
oneself in danger.

1. Help without putting yourself in danger:
It is not about "playing the hero" - even a cautious reaction can help! Do not look away, be attentive,
talk directly to other (possible) helpers or say loudly that you are organizing help. This can already
help the victim to get away.
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2. Actively and directly ask others to help: Get help from other people. Talk to the man in the red
jacket who is just coming out of the store or contact the train personnel. Ask for help. It is difficult to
avoid such a direct approach.
3.Observe closely and memorize perpetrator characteristics: What did the perpetrator look like?
What clothes did he wear? Where did he go? The police are dependent on support. Often it is small
details that help to ensure that the perpetrator can be held responsible. Use the "Witness Card":

4. Organize help under emergency call 110: anyone can dial the toll-free emergency call number
110. You don't have a cell phone, or the phone battery is empty? Then ask another person to call
the police immediately. It is important to describe the situation briefly and concisely: Where is the
event? Who is calling? What happened? How many people are were affected?
5. Take care of victims: First aid can be vital! Therefore, take care of injured persons immediately.
Get an overview of how you can provide help. Also ask other people for support.
6. Make yourself available as a witness: with your statement on what happened, you contribute to
the comprehensive clarification of the crime.
In line with the video, the Federal Police offers training for different age groups on the subject of civil
courage. In these courses, federal police officers give tips on how to behave prudently as a witness
and helper in critical situations without putting oneself in danger.
Raising Security Awareness:
Together with the Federal Police, DB's partner for threats on rail premises, DB Corporate Security
has for years been raising awareness among customers and employees about common criminal
offences such as pickpocketing and about moral courage. The focus of a new initiative is on safe
behavior in trains and stations, with facts and background knowledge, without being too didactic.
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In close cooperation with the German Federal Police, the department of Corporate Security of DB
developed a flyer, focusing on current security and safety topics. A preventive approach is taken and
intends to raise awareness without scaring people. In addition to displaying the flyers in information
and sales outlets and distribution via the prevention teams, further poster motifs are planned.
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FS Italiane (Italy)
FS Italiane security policy is aimed at both maintaining staff/customer confidence and protecting the
effectiveness of railway operations. Security is a central factor and a crucial element for the FS Group
activities and calls for an overall cooperation both internally (among all Group Departments) as well
as externally with the support of public authorities.
In order to actively improve the railway security level and promote security and feeling of security
among staff and passengers, the FS Group has designed and implemented different security
awareness campaigns. These projects are strictly related to the need to effectively tackle the
phenomena that affect the Italian railway environment/ infrastructure (third party violence, and
antisocial behaviors). In this regard, the FS Group has launched different communication campaigns:
•

The “Be aware and make a difference” campaign, which consists of posters
identifying specific risk scenarios that may possibly occur to travelers in crowded and
open environments, such as: pickpockets, frauds, scammers, etc. The awareness
and the effective adoption of informed and preventive behaviors can effectively help
travelers to avoid becoming victims of illicit acts. This campaign complemented the
already implemented information initiatives consisting of brochures, advertisements
and announcements.

•

The “Anti-aggression Campaign”. The aim of the “Anti-aggression Campaign” is to
reduce the number of assaults against railway personnel, both in stations as well as
on-board, engaging passengers through dedicated visual messages. The aim is to
invite them not to ignore illicit phenomena, and inform the Railway Police, either
personally or through the use of proper emergency numbers. For the campaign
implementation, we asked FS staff to authorize the use of their children’s images,
whom, like the famous call “I want you”, invited the potential aggressors to “don’t touch
my mother/father”. We received up to 270 nominations by children aged 3/7 years
old.
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In addition to the abovementioned projects, the FS Security Department implemented a series of
initiatives with the purpose of constantly monitoring and strengthening the feeling of security among
passengers and staff. In this regard, the FS Corporate Security Department has recently launched
a campaign with the aim of raising the feeling of security in stations, informing passengers on
all the security instruments and activities available in the railway environment.

FS also monitors the so called “feeling of security”, and among its main goals, it is worth mentioning
the following ones:
• informing the public of transport users properly (applying the most appropriate means
and best practices in the use of media tools) with regard to potential security issues
in station and on board trains, in order to raise awareness and foster a fair and ethical
model of shared responsibility and cooperation in the field of security in public spaces;
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•
•
•
•

carrying out periodical surveys;
implementing CCTV video surveillance to further increase security standards for our
customers;
social media campaign to spread news and updated information related to railway
security measures;
security messages on billboards, both on board and in stations;

As far as the railway personnel is concerned the awareness raising process is also ensured through
the implementation of specific and targeted extensive training programs aimed at providing the
railway staff with all the knowledge, instruments and capabilities necessary to deal with emerging
threats.
The challenge of protecting transit and passenger rail from the evolving nature of the terrorist threat
requires providing staff with a set of practical identification and management tools and measures
through an ongoing awareness and training process.

PKP Group (Poland)
The railway security system within PKP Group concentrates mainly on improving an overall security
level across major railway transport domains. It is based on several security pillars where close
cooperation with national authorities and raising awareness among employees and rail service
customers play a particular role.
Since terrorism poses the highest level of threat, the close cooperation embraces an engagement of
relevant law enforcement agencies, which are primarily responsible for preventing and combating
terrorism. Having said that, in the area of public awareness PKP S.A. focuses mainly on common
offences such as pickpocketing or lost luggage rather than targeted awareness campaigns related
to terrorism (which remains within the key competences of relevant national authorities as mentioned
above). PKP intends to show rail users that an increased vigilance can prevent many risks without
creating unnecessary fear or lacking sense of security that the overuse of the term “terrorism” may
otherwise cause. However, this does not preclude to run terrorism related awareness campaigns by
PKP Group among its employees via internal communication channels.
2.2.5.1 Awareness campaign
Aware = Safe Campaign
The campaign called Aware = Safe is an example of excellent cooperation between major
stakeholders responsible for ensuring safety and security in railway premises. Thanks to the
involvement of the national authorities, the targeted communication carries important security
messages that can be associated with some terrorism threats, while avoiding naming or referring to
them directly. The aim of the campaign is to raise awareness among the largest possible group of
railway users in the following areas:
• Hidden explosive devices;
• Rules of conduct in an emergency situation;
• Theft;
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• Undesignated rail crossing;
• Obstacle on tracks; and
• A general objective – be vigilant.
The campaign is targeting both railway customers and personnel.
The major advantage of the campaign is its wide coverage due to good cooperation and the
involvement of a broad spectrum of partners including railway companies (PKP S.A, PKP PLK S.A,
PKP Intercity S.A. and more), police and military police. Each partner carries out the awareness
campaign through its own communication channels and using the same materials, so that
passengers do not have to remember many different tips, rules or even the individual emergency
numbers.

Fig. 1. Leaflet for Aware=Safe awareness campaign. Part 1. (Source : PKP S.A.).

Fig. 2. Leaflet for Aware=Safe awareness campaign. Part 2. (Source : PKP S.A.).
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The communication channels used in the campaign include:
•
•
•
•

Leaflets – distributed to staff, passengers in trains and at the railway stations, including
customer service areas.
Posters – displayed at the railway stations and in the premises of companies/stakeholders.
Short videos – displayed on board of the trains, at the stations and at the
company/stakeholder’s premises (e.g. HQs)
Floor graphics – located in the most crowded areas at the railway stations.

The campaign is made in both Polish and English languages.

Fig. 3. Poster for Aware=Safe awareness campaign. (Source: PKP S.A.).
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Fig. 4. Short movie for Aware=Safe awareness campaign. (Source: PKP S.A.).

Fig. 5. Floor graphics for Aware=Safe awareness campaign. (Source: PKP S.A.).
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS (VOICE AND TEXT) FOR PUBLIC
REPORTING

Introduction
Enlisting passengers and staff in alerting security staff any suspicious object or behaviour may be
done by implementing a special emergency number, which operated by dedicated security staff,
would allow for rapid reaction in emergency situations – e.g. unattended luggage, suspicious
behaviour, first aid needed.
However, in accordance with the strategies of the responsible security authorities, European railway
companies take different approaches to marketing and communications; however, they share the
same goal of making it easier to raise the alert. Only some of the railway companies have introduced
to customers a special emergency number they can call in case of a security problem (which is most
often not terrorism related) The use of these special telephone numbers however is limited to
national borders, and hence do not provide a suitable solution for international trains travelling across
the EU.

Examples
SNCB emergency Number: 080030230 (Belgium)
SNCB has a free emergency number accessible to travellers in real time 24/7 for all incidents related
to security: 080030230. This number is used to reach the SOC (Security Operation Centre), which
dispatch the Securail teams, but also transmits security information to other competent services
(police, ambulance, etc.).

This number is displayed in stations and on platforms and is associated with the "something
suspicious?" Campaign. This service isn’t yet available by SMS but it is under development. The
SOC will soon be equipped with a new console that will allow communication with the WhatsApp
application.
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SNCF alert number: 3117-7 (France)
Since 2010, the alert number 3117-7 has been used to respond to
customer expectations regarding security. It is operational in real
time, 24/7. Since 2015, the service has been available by SMS.
The 3117-7 alert number allow the user to report, testify or alert
when they encounter incivilities or risk situations. When a customer
is a victim or witness of a situation that appears to be a risk to
themselves or other passengers, they can inform the call
management centre by phone or by text message.
The call management centre identifies the caller, takes into account the nature of the call, and locates
the origin of the call. Operators take all calls and text messages 24/7 and contact the most
appropriate department to assist and rescue customers. Usually through rail operators' control
rooms, the operators relay information to the emergency services (police, fire brigade, paramedics,
mine clearance experts) providing the location of the customer and their knowledge of train
circulation.

DBAG (Germany)
In case of observations which could be of interest for the police in the field of railways, customers
are asked to use the service number of the Federal Police (0800 6 888 000). In urgent cases,
however, advice is given to dial the emergency number 110. Only by that a direct routing to the closet
police forces is possible.

An alert number for text messages is not establish yet. This is due to the fact that telecommunication
providers are not obliged to pass on messages right away. As there is a potential danger in alerts
not being forwarded to the authorities in time, such service is not offered yet.
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FS (Italy)
Generally speaking, the Italian railway system does not have a dedicated emergency number, in use
for passengers and citizens. In case of emergency, passengers and citizens can call the national
emergency numbers and ask for the intervention of the railway police, responsible for the railway
crimes’ prevention and repression.
On the other hand, for the railway staff there is a dedicated GSM-R number, which allows rail
operators to automatically contact the closest railway police control room.

PKP emergency number: 22 474 00 00 (Poland)
There is a dedicated emergency number (+48 22 474 00 00), which every passenger can call and
report any dangerous incident or obtain necessary security-related information. This number is
supported by Railway Security Guard (SOK). PKP does not use text message services for
customers.
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MOBILE APPLICATIONS FOR SECURITY AWARENESS AND CRISIS
COMMUNICATION

Introduction
A wide range of emergency preparedness and disaster response smartphone applications are
currently available on various app stores, with a 2014 search finding 683 results10. The prevalence
of such apps is due to their success in efficiently spreading and collecting information before, during
and after disasters10 11 12. Disaster apps enable efficient warnings13, directly reach citizens in a given
area (if the GPS is enabled)10, and some even provide users with information about how to act prior,
during and after a disaster14.
One challenge of creating a mobile app for security awareness is to overcome the barrier of “opt-in”,
or downloading, the app. Thus, apps need to take into account attractivity to users. Apps must also
take into account legal issues as for instance, when using users’ localization to efficiently allocate
security information, institutions are collecting sensitive and personal data. Therefore, the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has a big role to play in designing such apps, as should
privacy by design15.

10

D. J. Bachmann, N. K. Jamison, A. Martin, J. Delgado, & N. E. Kman, (2015). Emergency preparedness and
disaster response: there’s an app for that. Prehospital and Disaster Medicine, vol 30(5), 2015, pp. 486–
490. doi.org/10.1017/S1049023X15005099

11

C. Aydin, C. Tarhan, A.S. Ozgur, & V. Tecim. (2016). Improving disaster resilience using mobile based
disaster management system. Procedia Technology, vol 22, 2016, pp. 382–390.
doi.org/10.1016/j.protcy.2016.01.027

12

S. Tagliacozzo & M. Magni, (2016). Communicating with communities (CwC) during post-disaster
reconstruction: an initial analysis. Natural Hazards. doi.org/10.1007/s11069-016-2550-3

13

J. Douvinet. (2018). Alerter la population face aux crues rapides en France : compréhension et évaluation
d’un processus en mutation. Université d’Avignon

14

L. Fallou, L. Petersen, R. Bossu, F. Roussel. (2016). Efficiently allocating safety tips after an earthquake –
lessons learned from the smartphone application LastQuake. Proceedings of the 16th ISCRAM
Conference – València, Spain May 2019

15

L. Jasmontaite & D. Dimitrova. (2017). Online disaster management: applicability of the European Data
Protection Framework and its key principles. Journal of Contingencies and Crisis Management
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Examples of mobile applications for the public

SNCB (Belgium)
When SNCB launched its campaign to highlight the Securail service and encourage the public to
memorize the free emergency number, it also developed a shortcut to be installed on the smartphone
in order to facilitate access to this number.
This shortcut no longer exists; however, a new application is currently under development that will
include, in addition to the number, various features such as reporting suspicious behaviour or
offenses, access to preventive advice, etc. In addition, it is also planned to make this emergency
number quickly available when using the "Dis Google" and "Siri" assistants.
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SNCF 3117-7 application for on-board passenger assistance
(France)
Since 2016, the 3117-7 smart phone application has been operational and available throughout
France. Its users are the passengers of the railway network. The application, SMS and alert number's
purpose is to discreetly collect testimonials, reports, alerts, incivilities or risk situations.

The 3117-7 app and the 3117-7 alert number allow the user to report, testify or alert when they
encounter incivilities or risk situations. When a customer is a victim or witness of a situation that
appears to be a risk to themselves or other passengers, they can inform the call management Centre
via the mobile application, by phone or by text message.
The call management centre identifies the caller, takes into account the nature of the call, and locates
the origin of the call. Operators take all calls and text messages 24/7 and contact the most
appropriate department to assist and rescue customers. Usually through rail operators' control
rooms, the operators relay information to the emergency services (police, fire brigade, paramedics,
mine clearance experts) providing the location of the customer and their knowledge of train
circulation.
The 3117-7 application has features that allow it to be used without a telephone network. It exists in
several languages automatically detected. A "call button" allows to be connected directly to the call
management centre. It has a SMS channel for discreet reports and declarations. It geo-locates calls.
It is a simple and easy to use application.
The 3117-7 app and alert number strengthen the role of rail operators in surveillance and assistance
throughout the national territory. They help by linking the competent services in a more qualified and
rapid manner and identifying incidents and threats encountered throughout the network. The system
is deployed on TGV, TER, Intercités, RATP and Transilien.
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Examples of mobile Applications for staff
SNCB (Belgium)
All Securail agents will be very soon equipped with smartphones including certain applications such
as Child focus (organ dealing with missing children), 112, etc.

DB AG (Germany)
LEA – situation and incident app
Informing employees of the crisis management team and relevant corporate security staff about a
relevant situation/incident has over the years been conducted by SMS and e-mail. This did require
a constant administration of lists of recipients for each incident category. Reports had to be
individually formatted. The handling of the manual information administration was time consuming
and error prone. With the introduction of the situation and incident application LEA at DB Corporate
Security, information about security-relevant situations can be precisely directed to the relevant rail
personnel and board members with ease.

Internal operating information is recorded in the situation and incidents reports and automatically
channeled to the appropriate recipients. Push notifications via smartphone are sent with optional
additional e-mail notification according to the communication channel selection by the recipients.
The information distribution list is reserved for a specific group of employees with security-relevant
tasks in crisis management. Access to the App is restricted and only possible after individual
authorization. As recipients of information, employees are obligated to use the confidential
information that has come to their knowledge only for internal purposes and within the scope of their
work and not to otherwise exploit, use or pass it on to third parties without prior written consent.
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FS Italiane (Italy)
FS Railway Undertaking (Trenitalia S.p.A) is strongly focused on the design and implementation of
innovative solutions aimed at increasing both the real and perceived feeling of security on board.
The main purpose of the “Board Support” project is implementing an innovative app dedicated to
police forces allowing Law Enforcement Agents to automatically register their presence on board,
enabling them to receive alerts in case of an emergency.
The Board Support app is available on Android and IOS stores since the 1st of April 2019. It is free
to download and to proceed with the login on the app it is necessary to register on a dedicated
website and insert personal credentials (username and password). For law enforcement agents
accessing from a computer located inside their offices, the registration is allowed directly from the
website.
The use of the app is allowed for travel on regional trains, offering the following features:
• Law enforcement can check in on board through the app, which will notify the train
manager of their presence. Login can be automatic (in the case of train with Wi-Fi
connection) or manual, ensured by choosing the train number and both departure and
arrival stations.
• In case of an emergency, the train manager can activate the alarm button through his
work device, Police on board will be immediately notified on their smartphones,
ensuring a prompt intervention on board.

•

At the end of their journey, police can check out through the app, which will notify the
Train Manager. The check-out is automatic both in the case of WIFI connection on
board and in the case of manual check in (depending on the arrival station of choice).

The software solution is compliant to the General Data Regulation n.2016/679 in terms of personal
data processing and privacy. During the registration process, no personal data are required in order
to obtain app credentials.
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PKP (Poland)
There is a specific application called “Komunikator PLK” (for internal use only) to inform dedicated
personnel about any safety and security incidents. This application is provided by the National
Infrastructure Manager (PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A.). All interested parties can report on all
incidents spotted or threats observed along the railway lines, where in the case where provided
information is considered important, it is passed on to all relevant and authorized employees working
in the rail infrastructure environment.

Fig. . Internal security-related communication tool (Komunikator PLK). (Source: PKP S.A.).
In addition, both rail employees and the public can report to the National Security Threat Map
(provided by the national police) about any incidents spotted. This is very important and helpful
national tool because of the wide range of incidents can be reported there, as well as due to the fact
that often ( especially in urban centres) , rail facilities are functionally connected to all kind of public
spaces (e.g. shopping malls, transport hubs etc) where similar threats/incidents may occur. An
additional advantage of this solution is the fact that every single map’s user can familiarized with
previously reported incidents.
Moreover, both relevant authorities as well as the rail companies gain insight into users' reports thus
can take appropriate preventive or corrective actions. The application does not require any login or
personal information and is of course free of charge which all constitute another advantage.
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SOCIAL MEDIA FOR SECURITY AWARENESS AND CRISIS
COMMUNICATION

Introduction
Large scale security incidents such as the Mumbai terrorist attacks in November 2008 marked a
turning point in the use of social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) for sharing security
information16 (Potts, 2014). Since then, social media use as a crisis communication and security
awareness raising channel has only been on the rise17. It has become a tool to warn others of critical
areas and unsecure situations, to send alert messages or give eye-witness reports. It is a tool used
both by individuals, professional security providers and local and national authorities.
Social media could be used by railway undertakings to both push and pull for both security
awareness and crisis communication. The engagement of social media enables a fast dissemination
of information into the public sphere (pushing) and back to the responders (pulling).
When pushing information via these platforms, one simply passively disseminates the information
and employs social media as a one-way communication channel. Social media is also able to amplify
one-way communication. For example, during the 2013 Westgate Mall Terror Attack in Kenya,
authorities shared each other’s messages on Twitter (commonly referred to as retweeting), thus
reaching a greater audience and ensuring more people were able to obtain the relevant
information18. However social media generally encourages interaction and dialogue between users,
creating information space that is essentially decentralized and devoid of hierarchy 19. As such, it
might be expected that railway undertakings use social media platforms to interact with the public
directly. Despite this, a recent study by Petersen et al. (2017) found that there was a relatively low
expectation from the general public for critical infrastructure operators to respond to queries on social
media during a crisis incident20.

16

Potts, L. (2014). Social media in disaster response: how experience architects can build for participation.
New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group.

17

Reuter, C., & Kaufhold, M.-A. (2018). Fifteen Years of Social Media in Emergencies: A Retrospective Review
and Future Directions for Crisis Informatics. Journal of Contingencies and Crisis Management (JCCM),
26(1), 1-17. doi:10.1111/1468-5973.12196

18

Simon T., Goldberg A., & Adini B. (2015). Socializing in emergencies—A review of the use of social media
in emergency situations. International Journal of Information Management, 35(5), 609–619.

19

Giroux, J., Roth, F., & Herzog, M. (2013). Using ICS & Social Media in Disasters: Opportunities & Risks for
Government. Center for Security Studies/ETH Zurich. P. 5. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/DigitalLibrary/Publications/Detail/?id=166079&lng=en.

20

Petersen, L., Fallou, L., Reilly, P., & Serafinelli, E. (2017). European Expectations of Disaster Information
provided by Critical Infrastructure Operators: Lessons from Portugal, France, Norway and Sweden.
International Journal of Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management (IJISCRAM), 9(4), 2348. doi:10.4018/IJISCRAM.2017100102
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When it comes to pulling information, monitoring social media can increase situational awareness
by providing unprecedented access to eyewitness accounts of crises and be used to support
decision-making. The meta-data of the social media information (e.g. geolocation) may also be
useful21 22. While one common concern for using social media data in emergency response is
misinformation or the spread of rumours, a study of the Boston Marathon Bombings and the use of
Twitter concluded that getting timely information to responders outweighs these negatives23. Further,
it is important to keep in mind that the accuracy of social media data should be viewed in the same
context as offline information, meaning that both have the capacity to be true or false24.
Although many advantages and disadvantages of social media for crisis communication and raising
security awareness are shared between platforms, differences exist and they should not be viewed
as a homogenous mass when it comes to crisis communication25. For example, Twitter tends to
focus on the now whereas Facebook tends to focus on the longer term.
While social media has been highly studied as a communication and security awareness channel for
authorities, less research has examined the crucial role of infrastructure operators and how they can
use social media to create a security culture. A study investigating Twitter data corresponding to 26
crises between 2012 and 2013 found that while on average 7% of tweets contained information
related to infrastructure and utilities, these tweets were among the most retweeted during such
incidents26. Further, the same Petersen et al. (2017) study demonstrated that the general public have
high expectations for information to be pushed via social media by operators in a crisis context20.
Therefore, social media is an important tool for railway operators to increase security awareness and
combat the threat of terrorism.
To be most effective, social media as a security awareness and crisis communication channel should
be used at each stage of the disaster management cycle: before, during and after. Before a potential
incident occurs, communication should focus on preparedness and raising the general level of

21

Yates D. & Paquette S. (2011): Emergency knowledge management and social media technologies: A case
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security awareness. During an event, it is important to acknowledge an event is happening and to
continuously update on the event. Updates should also include the sharing of the fact that there has
been no new information since the last update. Post crisis, learning from past should be used to
improve the railway undertaker’s communication strategies.

Examples of social media utilisation in the rail environment
SNCB (Belgium)
A social media communication strategy has been established by SNCB. A team of 13 community
managers is dedicated to keeping the SNCB pages alive 7 days a week 16 hours a day. These
networks disseminate information in real time both on traffic, commercial offers, etc. and security
information. They also allow direct and transparent exchanges with the public: the average response
time is 10 minutes.
Facebook and Twitter are the most used channels, but SNCB is also present on Instagram and
LinkedIn.

There is an SNCB YouTube channel: SNCB tv, in which security-related content can be broadcasted,
such as a video clip aimed at raising public awareness about unattended luggage or a video
presenting the work of a Securail agent.
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These networks have more than 170,000 followers and 800 mentions per day and involve real time
interactions when a security incident is reported. A standard response message including the tollfree emergency number is then posted.
Messages concerning danger or suspicious behaviours on social networks are filtered by community
managers and communicated in real time to the Security Operations Centre, which takes the most
appropriate measures.
SNCB also has an internal corporate social network: Yammer. This network works similarly to
Facebook and allows all employees to share information they consider useful and to interact with
each other's posts. The messages can of course be security related.
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SNCF (France)
SNCF is present on a large number of social media platforms: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
LinkedIn. SNCF is mentioned 5000 times a day on average. SNCF is present on social media 7 days
a week from 7am to 10pm, all year round. As such, SNCF can be considered omnipresent and must
know how to control its image.
This control requires a specific organization consisting of two teams: The e-reputation division –
Located within the Communication and the Marketing Department of SNCF (Saint-Denis), which
oversee institutional communication and the protection of the SNCF group's image on the web.
These teams are in charge of:
• The Social Room, located within SNCF VOYAGES’ external communication
department (La Défense), provides community management and coordination with
two major services: the traffic information center and the remote customer relations
center.
• The traffic information center is located near the Gare de l'Est train station in Paris.
The Traffic Information Center at the Gare de l'Est station in Paris, which is located
within the national rail operations center. This pole's mission is to update traffic
information in real time on the website and in the SNCF application, and on the other
hand to answer questions about passenger traffic on digital channels.
• The remote customer relations center is located in Vannes and Nantes. The Remote
Customer Relations Department of Vannes and Nantes. These teams are dedicated
to commercial relations for ticket purchases, loyalty programs, questions about
services, after-sales, etc.
• The e-reputation division is in charge of highlighting the expression channels of SNCF
on all digital platforms. Sharing the values and the universe of the SNCF group allows
to positively involve the public and to counterbalance the negative feedback from
public opinion.
• The e-reputation division also handles web monitoring for the entire SNCF brand. It
manages sensitive subjects in close collaboration with the SNCF group's crisis
communication department.
• “The challenge for SNCF on social networks is to gather the speeches of carriers and
other entities to respond with a single voice to Internet users who solicit us. Thanks
to all our tools and the organization we have put in place, we are able to respond
effectively to any type of request 7/7 from 7am to 10pm. [...] The multiplicity of
channels through which SNCF customers can contact us greatly facilitates
exchanges" explains Michaël Fleurbaey, head of the e-reputation division of the
SNCF Group.
The theme of "security" is an integral part of the sensitive subjects handled by the e-reputation
division. The connections between the e-reputation division, the SNCF Security Directorate and the
Ministry of the Interior are essential in order to pass on sensitive messages about the security of
goods and people as quickly as possible. These reports are made via the PHAROS platform. These
information feedbacks are done by email, 7/7 24/24.

2 examples:
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•

•

During the attacks on the Bataclan, SNCF was at the disposal of the Ministry of the
Interior and the Police Prefecture. All publications were stopped, and we relayed
official messages. The connection between the DNcom (national director of crisis
communication), the DNSF (national director of railway security) and the Ministry of
the Interior is permanent. All messages related to security events are relayed from
DNCOM to DNSF to the Ministry.
During the Thalys attack, the communication department's crisis room was opened.
It is the DNCOM that manages the 360 communication, including social networks.
The e-reputation division put itself on standby throughout the crisis period and
provided regular monitoring reports.

DB AG (Germany)
A social media strategy is an established part DB’s communication. Deutsche Bahn Group and
Deutsche Bahn Passenger Transport Communication Departments coordinate the central dialogue
channels with high user numbers and open dialogue. DB has been expanding online communication
activities continuously. Thanks to a competence team working across the group and various
channels, social media has been a fixed component of corporate communications since December
2011. The focus of DB's social media strategy is media- and other target group-oriented dialogue.
Beyond Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram, Deutsche Bahn is now also active on
WhatsApp, XING and Foursquare.
DB's social media activities are intended to create an open, transparent exchange and enable
personal communication with users on the web. The Social Media teams of DB are aware of the
critical environment, therefore deliberately seek dialogue and exchange with interested parties and
travelers and offer their users a competent and fast response which is a confirmed, added value.
In establishing the DB Facebook presence, DB Group Communications acts as a kind of catalyst
and online distribution of passenger transport is jointly and closely interlinked.
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DB offers news for the media and the interested public, direct contact with Deutsche Bahn passenger
transport, current transport news and information on career opportunities also on the short message
service Twitter since January 2009.

As with Facebook, the content on DB Group’ YouTube channel also reflects people’s interests in the
railway industry and also considers customers’ and stakeholders’ expectations. Complex
interrelationships are presented here in moving image contributions clearly explained in order to gain
a better understanding of the structures and fields of DB Groups’ activities. The users can display
the contents in different playlists such as "DB Group", "Logistics", "Infrastructure and Technology"
or "Security and Safety at Railway Facilities” according to their interests.

At the centre of the social media communication, however, topics such as innovation, technology,
infrastructure, ecology, logistics and the social commitment of DB are presented. Security
communication is in the hand of the close partnership with the federal police and cannot be found in
isolated DB social media channels. The partners have, however, agreed to integrate information on
security-relevant behaviour in social media in a more targeted and stronger direction in the future.
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FS (Italy)
Social media are technologies designed for social interaction, exchange and cooperation, mainly
aimed at sharing, promoting and socializing contents. Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Youtube,
Instagram, Flicker, Foursquare, Wikipidia are good examples of platforms that allow the publication
and sharing of texts, comments, reviews, photos, videos, audios, votes / "like". From a company
point of view these tools can facilitate the definition of a direct and constant exchange/contact with
customers and the promotion of core business activities and initiatives.
The FS Group, recognizing the crucial importance of being effectively present on these platforms,
introduced a dedicated policy/procedure aimed at ensuring a full, legitimate and functional online
activity and participation.
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In this regard, following the mentioned internal regulations/guidelines, the FS Group uses its official
profiles to share and communicate with customers information related to a restrict area of topics,
such as:
Real time information, concerning rail traffic, also on customer request.
Services, promotions and commercial offers.
Press release, communication campaigns, images, official audios and videos.
Publications and social offers.
Job opportunities and social campaigns.
To facilitate and guarantee the effective fulfillment of these activities, the Fs Group has set up a
specialized team, within the Central External Communication and Media Department, with the task
of defining and managing the group online communication strategy,:
• creating accounts, profiles, pages and web spaces;
• publishing contents (texts, videos, images, audio, etc ...) on official social profiles;
• planning and implementing, initiatives for the companies of the Group;
• verifying the design and implementation of initiatives, for subsidiaries or investee
companies, with a prevalent business content;
• responding to customer requests;
• moderating users in the official social spaces of the FS Italiane Group;
• participating in online discussions on behalf of the FS Italiane Group.

However, according to this communication strategy, FS Italiane does not use social
media to share security information. The Group only refers to social media in case of
emergency with the aim of informing customers on a specific event, affecting the
regularity of railway services and activities and the measures adopted to face and
manage the events (crisis, emergency ecc.). In this case the communication towards
the public is organized on the basis of a dedicated strategy, internally defined, lead
by an Emergency Committee and in strict accordance with public authorities
prescriptions
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PKP S.A. (Poland)
Social media is a part of the overall communication of PKP S.A. in public spaces, which is constantly
being developed due to the changing reality, trends and popularity of these channels among society.
PKP S.A. has profiles in the following social media: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube and
Instagram. These profiles are used to build a positive image of the company and to communicate
about station investments and other events and activities of the group. Social media is the most
effective tool for external communication and interaction with users.
As a rule, social media is not used to inform the public about the threats of terrorism. However, part
of the communication strategy is to provide information that has an impact on raising passengers'
awareness also in the area of security, such as providing information about the conducted
"Aware=Safe" campaign.

At the same time it should be emphasized that other companies of the PKP Group such as PKP
Intercity S.A., PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. or PKP Cargo S.A. run their own social media profiles.
However, they also do not focus on highlighting terrorist threats and use softer tools to raise
awareness among passengers.
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Potential Benefits and Negative Implications of Social Media
Advantages
•

Emergency information via social media may help those who are ill-prepared
for an incident: Providing lifesaving directives and information at the onset of an
incident, or during an incident, could help underprepared citizens. It can provide for
essential information such as evacuation details, food, water, and shelter locations
etc. (…)

•

Social media can provide for a two-way communication: Another potential benefit
of social is that it enables public’s ability to communicate with authorities or crisis
management. Classic and current emergency communication seem to focus on a
one-way communication—from the crisis management to the individuals. Social
media has the ability to change that and provide for a communication also from the
individual towards the crisis management. (…)

•

Social media could be used as a supplement to the common telephone
emergency lines: Landline phone networks might be unavailable or intermittently
available, with the emergency service line rapidly becoming overwhelmed by the
incoming volume of calls. This has been seen during a number of attacks as the
Madrid train bombings, the London tube explosions or the Brussels attacks. Fiberoptic connectivity and mobile telephone networks are severely affected during a
critical situation too but, in most of the crisis situations, they exhibit a more resilient
performance, especially concerning the capacity to establish SMS and text
messaging communication. (…)

•

Citizens’ journalism: Online social media has been instrumental in providing eyewitness accounts and first impressions from the affected areas, thus contributing to
the enhancement of the general situational awareness. (…)

Negative Implications
•

27

The “digital divide”: not everyone uses social media: While the term ‘digital divide’
originally referred to whether people had access or not to digital technologies, today
digital divides are defined by skills, frequency of use and how people are able (or not)
to solve their problems thanks to technologies27. The recent Petersen et al. (2017)
study found that young people were slightly more likely to expect critical infrastructure
operators to use social media for crisis communication20. That said, young people are
not the only ones using social media and it can be a useful tool to reach persons of
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all ages, while keeping in mind the issue of a) having interest access and b) opting-in
to the use of a given social media platform.
•

28

Spread of false information: Social media can serve as instrument for rumor,
misguidance and misinformation. Despite this, as stated in the introduction, it has still
been found to be a worthwhile tool for situational awareness for responders. Further,
studies have also demonstrated that once rumours have been negated by official
sources, they quickly die down28. This further demonstrates the importance in
spreading true information quickly as soon as an incident starts.

Kaigo, M. (2012). Social media usage during disasters and social capital: Twitter and the great East Japan
earthquake. Keio Communication Review, No. 24
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PART C- RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CRISIS COMMUNICATION

RAILWAYS’ CRISIS COMMUNICATION GUIDE TOWARDS THE
PUBLIC FOR TERRORIST INCIDENTS

Setting up one’s digital media strategy
The following are recommendations on how to set up one’s digital media strategy for security
awareness and terrorism related crisis communication:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

determine appropriate types of information for dissemination;
identify target audiences for the applications;
identify preferred medium of communication;
identify when and why communication should be provided;
determine the appropriate format of information for dissemination;
set up an approval process;
identify any negative consequences arising from the application;
provide for a regularly response to posts and requests;
provide accurate information;
consider malicious or disruptive use of social media;
proactively seek out and eliminate malicious posts and profiles;
consider technological limitations;
incorporate privacy law implications;
plan for administrative efforts and costs;
Perform regular security audits;
Delete inactive accounts; and
Invest in adequate security software.
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Executing one’s digital media strategy
Preparedness
Digital media should be used to communicate directly with the public during the preparedness phase
of the crisis management cycle for increased security awareness. Awareness campaigns can take
many forms, as was illustrated within this deliverable. It is important to keep in mind that the level of
communication on security should be in line with national frameworks.

Response
During the response phase of the crisis management cycle, it is important to acknowledge the crisis
and provide continuous updates, including updates that there is still no new information. During this
phase, it is important to provide the public as soon as you are able to with information regarding how
the terrorist attack might affect the railway transport offering/timetables. It is also a good time to make
use of the crisis communication amplification potential of social media and other digital medias by
repeating official information provided by official sources (e.g. law enforcement agencies). Indeed,
studies have shown that the repetition of key messages as well as finding the same information from
different sources helps the public to take the correct action. When a terrorist attack take place, people
begin a search for information not only relating to what has happened, but also about how they
should act. People want to be informed on this, and so it is a good opportunity to provide them with
advice, such as those provided by national authorities.

Recovery
After the attack has happened and the security of all involved is once more assured, this is the prime
time for the railway company to examine their crisis communication strategy to evaluate what worked
and what didn’t work. Another key aspect of crisis communication in the recovery phase of the crisis
management cycle is to use digital media as a means to restore confidence in rail travellers. Indeed,
people may be apprehensive to return to an area that was part of a terrorist attack. Communicating
about new security measures put in place may help to recreate a feeling of security amongst
travellers.
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CONCLUSION

This deliverable has addressed the issue of how digital media can be used to both increase security
awareness and improve crisis communication regarding terrorist attacks by railway companies. It
has highlighted some of the difficulties involved in communicating about such security issues,
namely, that this topic falls under the responsibility of the State and as such railway companies must
comply with State undertakings. That said, the State has seen the value in collaborating with railway
companies to increase security awareness and most railway companies share at least the
information provided by their respective authorities.
Next, the deliverable presented the best practice examples from the SHERPA consortium partners
regarding four different kinds of digital media: security awareness communication campaigns, mobile
applications, social media and emergency numbers. The many examples demonstrated the
important role the railways have to play in developing security awareness of the general population
as well as their staff.
Finally, recommendations were presented on how to first, set-up a digital media for terrorism strategy
and second, how to implement said strategy. To set up, one must take into consideration a plethora
of elements, including which digital media, what kinds of information, who will be in charge, etc. The
recommendations for implementing the strategy follow the three main stages of the crisis
management cycle: preparedness, response and recovery.
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